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Its shorter wheelbase and capable suspension instantly made it a favorite in the 4X4 world,
earning the love of enthusiasts and collectors. Outfitted with replica Rally wheels, a highly
detailed chrome grille, and a full complement of scale details, the TRX-4 Blazer combines the
iconic style of the Blazer with toughness and technology that could only come from Traxxas.
Buy Now. A thick 1. This extremely rigid backbone lets the suspension do the work it was
designed to do. Further fine tuning is possible with the axle links and adjustable shock position.
The finer details matter so we incorporated wire retainers into the frame rails, which provide a
clean look and keep the wiring more secure from off-road hazards. A hinged battery strap
provides quick and secure battery mounting without pins to lose in the field. The innovative
strap flips over to adjust for different height batteries. Tough floor pans integrate with the wheel
wells to enhance the scale appearance and keep debris out of the chassis. Oil-filled coil-over
GTS shocks were created exclusively for the TRX-4 chassis to smooth out even the roughest
trails. These silver-anodized aluminum shocks deliver silky-smooth damping and feature
threaded bodies for easy ride height adjustment. The convincing scale realism looks great and
they perform even better with an O-ring cap seal and dual X-ring shaft seals. Thick 5mm
diameter lower steel links feature tough, fully-captured heavy-duty rod ends with steel hollow
balls for exceptional strength and durability. The TRX-4 uses tough hex hardware throughout
for improved strength and easy servicing. Portal axles lift the differential pumpkin to provide
incredible ground clearance. This radical design also improves axle geometry and reduces
strain on the driveshafts. Steel gears ensure trouble-free performance, no matter how technical
the climb. On conventional rigs with the limited gear reduction in the differentials, motor torque
is applied to the frame to the point of twisting you right off the rocks. Total axle gear reduction
is over twice non-portal designs so Titan motor torque delivers smooth forward motion, not
frame twist. Conventional crawlers equipped with axle spools sacrifice turning radius for
traction. Traxxas gives you the freedom and versatility to lock and unlock both the front and
rear differentials to suit your driving needs, all controlled remotely from your transmitter. Leave
the differentials unlocked for relaxed driving on the trail with smooth, tight turning and better
handling at high speeds. When the trail gets technical, lock the front and rear differentials, or
just the front differential, for superior pull and grip over extreme terrain. New sleeved micro
cables control the differential action for scale appearance, without limiting the huge suspension
articulation. Why carry your crawler down the trail when you can drive? The TRX-4 features a
high speed gear to get you to your next crawling challenge quickly. When you get there, flip the
rocker switch on your transmitter to engage low range and conquer tough terrain with
exceptional torque. Hardened steel U-joints on the front and rear driveshafts provide smooth,
reliable power delivery for non-stop fun. A twin friction plate slipper clutch provides some
additional protection from motor stalls in extreme crawling conditions. Higher driveshafts and
suspension links pass over obstacles to avoid high-centering your truck and reduce overall
grinding wear. The steering link and drag link attach high on the portal axles, raising them away
from possible damage. This allows the TRX-4 to attack obstacles head on, reducing the risk of
hitting the steering linkage on rocks. With the front differential unlocked, the superior degree
steering angle negotiates around even the tightest bends with ease. This helps avoid awkward
reversing maneuvers in tight spaces. With a 59 degree out-of-box approach angle in the front,
TRX-4 is ready to climb walls. An equally impressive 47 degree rear approach angle provides
extreme capability, even in the deepest ruts. Portal axles help raise the center ground clearance
to an unparalleled 3. Superior capability equals more fun no matter where your adventure takes
you. The front mounted orientation moves the weight bias forward to get you up and over
obstacles with improved traction. HV stands for compatibility with the high-voltage 3s LiPo
battery packs for greater efficiency and power. A new Crawl profile introduces hill hold and
instant reverse for extremely technical courses. Either will help you navigate the trail with ease.
Torque rules the trail! An integrated cooling fan keeps temperatures down for extended run
times. A new full-metal gear digital servo gives you the durability and steering authority you
need to confidently and reliably power through tough challenges. The Traxxas TQi radio system
features exclusive cruise control for long-distance treks. Set your speed using the transmitter
and then use the multi-function knob to fine-tune it faster or slower to match your pace. The
grip-mounted rocker switch selects high or low range gears to suit the terrain while a separate
toggle switch engages or disengages the locking differentials, all on the fly. Best of all, the TQi
is compatible with the Wireless Module so you can set up everything right from your
smartphone. Sleeved micro cables eliminate complicated linkages that would otherwise limit
suspension articulation. No matter where the trail leads, day or night, the TRX-4 Blazer will forge
a path. Bright chrome trim highlights the beautiful two-tone paint and clear windows. Replica
decals complete the authentic look for maximum impact on the trail. Available in orange or red,
these custom-painted classic K5 Blazer bodies give Chevy fans a reason to cheer. The TRX-4

Blazer rides on 1. Chrome replica locking hubs hide the wheel nuts for true authenticity. The 1.
A standard 12mm steel hex makes the TRX-4 chassis compatible with popular 1. Tough inner
fenders mount directly to the frame and shock towers to provide substantial look and feel to the
TRX The authentic realism adds to the fun while also helping to keep rocks, mud, and twigs out
of the chassis. Functional rock sliders help prevent damage and provide extra support for the
body. The additional bracing adjusts for different widths. The TRX-4 Blazer gets the full Traxxas
treatment with unsurpassed realism including a chrome grille, bumpers, wipers, and door
handles. These classic touches are authentic down to the smallest details including light
buckets and reflectors in the headlights and tail lights. Classic style meets modern technology
underneath the Blazer with realistic mirror chrome differential covers. These polished details
take the scale look of the front and rear portal axles to the next level. The TRX-4 Blazer features
beautiful precision molded details for a whole new level of scale realism. The authentic chrome
wheels, side mirrors, and windshield wipers provide the perfect scale touches. Stay Updated.
Traxxas EZ-Peak Live charger is recommended for easy and fast charging performance model
Blazer Videos. Innovation Radically innovative technology combines with precision engineering
to create a completely new breed of scale crawlerâ€¦Only from Traxxas. The Power of Portals.
Portal axles lift the truck at the wheels for huge center pumpkin ground clearance. In order to
achieve the same clearance with straight axles, your tires would have to be over an inch taller
than the tires on the TRX-4 K5 Blazer. Torque Twist Eliminated. The portal axles use gear
reduction at the wheels to virtually eliminate torque twist. Innovative Chassis Design. The
Traxxas TRX-4 Blazer instantly obsoletes the status quo with greatly expanded features,
versatility, and capability. Performance and technology combine in a revolutionary new chassis
that looks as good as it performs. Rigid Steel Frame. A heavy-duty formed-steel ladder frame
with molded cross members creates an extremely rigid backbone. Scale Details. Bright chrome
decal trim frames the stunning two-tone paint and clear windows. The injection molded grille,
bumpers, wipers, and door handles are chromed for maximum visual impact. Even the replica
Rally wheels are accurate down to the smallest detail. Remote Locking Differentials. Traxxas
allows you to lock and unlock both the front and rear differentials remotely from your
transmitter. New sleeved micro cables control the differential action for scale appearance,
without limiting suspension articulation. GTS Aluminum Shocks. Oil-filled coil-over GTS shocks
deliver silky-smooth damping performance and feature threaded aluminum shock bodies for
easy ride height adjustments. The convincing scale realism looks great and they perform even
better. When the going gets tough, shift into low range for incredible 4WD pulling torque. Shift
into high range for blasting down the trail. The TRX-4 Blazer adapts to any situation or driving
style. This efficient system provides up to 2 hours of run time with a Traxxas 3s mAh iD LiPo
battery pack! The Traxxas TQi features our exclusive cruise control for long-distance treks. Set
your speed using the transmitter and then use the multi-function knob to fine-tune it faster or
slower to match precisely the pace of your caravan of trail explorers. Waterproof Electronics.
Heavy-Duty Steel Frame Rails. Adjustable Wheelbase. Molded Wire Retainers. Dual Battery Tray.
Floor Pans. Aluminum Scale Shocks. Heavy-Duty Steel Links. Precision Hex Hardware. Molded
Wire Retainers The finer details matter so we incorporated wire retainers into the frame rails,
which provide a clean look and keep the wiring more secure from off-road hazards. Floor Pans
Tough floor pans integrate with the wheel wells to enhance the scale appearance and keep
debris out of the chassis. Heavy-Duty Steel Links Thick 5mm diameter lower steel links feature
tough, fully-captured heavy-duty rod ends with steel hollow balls for exceptional strength and
durability. Portal Axles. Hardened Steel U-Joints. Twin Friction Plate Slipper Clutch. Sealed Ball
Bearings. Portal Axles Portal axles lift the differential pumpkin to provide incredible ground
clearance. Torque Twist Eliminated On conventional rigs with the limited gear reduction in the
differentials, motor torque is applied to the frame to the point of twisting you right off the rocks.
Hardened Steel U-Joints Hardened steel U-joints on the front and rear driveshafts provide
smooth, reliable power delivery for non-stop fun. Twin Friction Plate Slipper Clutch A twin
friction plate slipper clutch provides some additional protection from motor stalls in extreme
crawling conditions. Sealed Ball Bearings Black sealed ball bearings resist mud and dirt to keep
your rig rolling smoothly. Raised Center Driveshafts and Suspension Links. High Steering and
Drag Links. Extreme Approach Angles. High Ground Clearance. Front Motor Design. High
Steering and Drag Links The steering link and drag link attach high on the portal axles, raising
them away from possible damage. High Ground Clearance Portal axles help raise the center
ground clearance to an unparalleled 3. Titan 21T Motor. Waterproof Metal Gear Servo.
Waterproof Micro Servos with Sleeved Cables. Titan 21T Motor Torque rules the trail!
Waterproof Metal Gear Servo A new full-metal gear digital servo gives you the durability and
steering authority you need to confidently and reliably power through tough challenges.
Custom-Painted Replica Body. Molded Inner Fenders. Rock Sliders. Chrome-Finish Differential

Covers. Molded Body Details. Molded Inner Fenders Tough inner fenders mount directly to the
frame and shock towers to provide substantial look and feel to the TRX Rock Sliders Functional
rock sliders help prevent damage and provide extra support for the body. Chrome-Finish
Differential Covers Classic style meets modern technology underneath the Blazer with realistic
mirror chrome differential covers. Photo Gallery. Email Address. Zip Code. TRX-4 Data. Length:
Type: High-torque brushed motor Size: Weight: g Rigid Steel Frame 1. Suspension Front â€” 3
link with panhard Rear â€” Triangulated 4 link Heavy-duty rod ends with steel hollow balls 5mm
diameter steel link rods with 4mm threaded ends Aluminum GTS Shocks Oil-filled coilover GTS
shocks exclusive to TRX-4 chassis Silver-anodized aluminum bodies Threaded bodies with
collars easily adjust ride height Silky smooth damping for the toughest trails O-ring cap seal
and dual X-ring shaft seals Wheels and Tires Replica chrome Rally wheels with hub inserts
Pre-mounted 1. Charger Traxxas EZ-Peak Live charger is recommended for easy and fast
charging performance model Skip Navigation Website Accessibility. Its shorter wheelbase and
capable suspension instantly made it a favorite in the 4X4 world, earning the love of enthusiasts
and collectors. Outfitted with replica Rally wheels, a highly detailed chrome grill, and a full
complement of scale details, the TRX-4 Blazer combines the iconic style of the Blazer with
toughness and technology that could only come from Traxxas. Remote Locking Differentials
Traxxas gives you the versatility to lock and unlock the front and rear differentials to suit your
driving needs directly from your transmitter. Leave the differentials unlocked for relaxed driving
on the trail with smooth, tight turning and better handling at high speeds. When the trail gets
technical, lock the front and rear differentials, or just the front, for superior grip over extreme
terrain. This patented design has been proven rugged and capable in the Traxxas Summit.
Sleeved micro cables control the differential action for scale appearance, without limiting the
huge suspension articulation. Shift into high range for blasting down the trail. The plush
suspension design absorbs rough terrain with ease and delivers outstanding scale appearance.
Waterproof Traxxas was the first to bring you fully waterproof RC vehicles years ago with their
innovative designs. Torque Twist Eliminated The portal axles use gear reduction right at the
wheels that dramatically reduces undesirable torque twist. Total axle gear reduction is over
twice non-portal designs. The Titan motor torque is translated into straight, powerful, forward
motion, rather than wasted energy twisting your rig right off the rocks. Portal axles lift the truck
at the wheels for huge center pumpkin ground clearance. In order to achieve the same
clearance with straight axles and not get stuck , your tires would have to be over an inch taller
than the TRX-4's tires. Straddling boulders with ease, the TRX-4 chassis definitely takes the
path less traveled and simply leaves all the others behind. Improved Geometry Portal axle
geometry raises the axle link mounts and center driveshaft, greatly reducing critical driveshaft
and suspension link angles. This means less strain on the driveshafts, and the higher
suspension links provide greater clearance with less scraping and dragging across the rocks.
The steering drag link and tie rod are also raised up and out of harm's way. Rigid Steel Frame A
heavy-duty formed-steel ladder frame with molded cross members creates an extremely rigid
backbone that lets the suspension do the work it was designed to do. Traxxas included a
functional spare wheel and tire, an off-road jack, and spare fuel canisters. Secure your trail gear
in the included roof basket. The rugged bumpers provide clearance and protection and are
equipped with recovery D-rings. The front bumper is designed to be compatible with many
popular off-road accessories. These silver-anodized aluminum units deliver silky-smooth
damping performance and feature threaded shock bodies for easy ride height adjustments. The
convincing scale realism looks great and they perform even better with an O-ring cap seal and
dual X-ring shaft seals. Metal Gear Digital Servo A full-metal gear digital servo gives you the
durability and steering authority you need to confidently and reliably power through tough
situations. Set your speed using the transmitter and then use the multi-function knob to
fine-tune it faster or slower to precisely match the pace of your caravan of trail explorers. Cruise
control makes it easy and comfortable for the TRX-4 Scale and Trail Crawler to be your
companion for hours of driving fun and exploration. Updated speed control profiles have been
added for smooth and precise control. A Trail profile facilitates smooth driving for most of your
adventures, while a Crawl profile introduces hill hold and instant reverse for extremely technical
courses. Either will help you navigate obstacles with ease, right from the start. Canyon Trail 1.
The 12mm steel hex drive makes the TRX-4 chassis compatible with popular 1. Traxxas Tough
Leave the tools in the bag! The Traxxas TRX-4 chassis is built to handle the rigors of remote
locations and all-day driving fun. The foundation begins with a pair of 1. Large diameter steel
links and heavy-duty, extra-wide rod ends keep the suspension firmly mounted. Hardened steel
CV-style half-shaft joints are ultra reliable, while the brushless-ready steel portal axle and
transfer case gears are smooth and quiet. Specifications: Length: Out of Stock 0 1 2 3. Add to
Cart. Skip Navigation Website Accessibility. Its shorter wheelbase and capable suspension

instantly made it a favorite in the 4X4 world, earning the love of enthusiasts and collectors.
Outfitted with replica Rally wheels, a highly detailed chrome grill, and a full complement of scale
details, the TRX-4 Blazer combines the iconic style of the Blazer with toughness and technology
that could only come from Traxxas. Remote Locking Differentials Traxxas gives you the
versatility to lock and unlock the front and rear differentials to suit your driving needs directly
from your transmitter. Leave the differentials unlocked for relaxed driving on the trail with
smooth, tight turning and better handling at high speeds. When the trail gets technical, lock the
front and rear differentials, or just the front, for superior grip over extreme terrain. This patented
design has been proven rugged and capable in the Traxxas Summit. Sleeved micro cables
control the differential action for scale appearance, without limiting the huge suspension
articulation. Shift into high range for blasting down the trail. The plush suspension design
absorbs rough terrain with ease and delivers outstanding scale appearance. Waterproof
Traxxas was the first to bring you fully waterproof RC vehicles years ago with their innovative
designs. Torque Twist Eliminated The portal axles use gear reduction right at the wheels that
dramatically reduces undesirable torque twist. Total axle gear reduction is over twice non-portal
designs. The Titan motor torque is translated into straight, powerful, forward motion, rather
than wasted energy twisting your rig right off the rocks. Portal axles lift the truck at the wheels
for huge center pumpkin ground clearance. In order to achieve the same clearance with straight
axles and not get stuck , your tires would have to be over an inch taller than the TRX-4's tires.
Straddling boulders with ease, the TRX-4 chassis definitely takes the path less traveled and
simply leaves all the others behind. Improved Geometry Portal axle geometry raises the axle
link mounts and center driveshaft, greatly reducing critical driveshaft and suspension link
angles. This means less strain on the driveshafts, and the higher suspension links provide
greater clearance with less scraping and dragging across the rocks. The steering drag link and
tie rod are also raised up and out of harm's way. Rigid Steel Frame A heavy-duty formed-steel
ladder frame with molded cross members creates an extremely rigid backbone that lets the
suspension do the work it was designed to do. Traxxas included a functional spare wheel and
tire, an off-road jack, and spare fuel canisters. Secure your trail gear in the included roof basket.
The rugged bumpers provide clearance and protection and are equipped with recovery D-rings.
The front bumper is designed to be compatible with many popular off-road accessories. These
silver-anodized aluminum units deliver silky-smooth damping performance and feature
threaded shock bodies for easy ride height adjustments. The convincing scale realism looks
great and they perform even better with an O-ring cap seal and dual X-ring shaft seals. Metal
Gear Digital Servo A full-metal gear digital servo gives you the durability and steering authority
you need to confidently and reliably power through tough situations. Set your speed using the
transmitter and then use the multi-function knob to fine-tune it faster or slower to precisely
match the pace of your caravan of trail explorers. Cruise control makes it easy and comfortable
for the TRX-4 Scale and Trail Crawler to be your companion for hours of driving fun and
exploration. Updated speed control profiles have been added for smooth and precise control. A
Trail profile facilitates smooth driving for most of your adventures, while a Crawl profile
introduces hill hold and instant reverse for extremely technical courses. Either will help you
navigate obstacles with ease, right from the start. Canyon Trail 1. The 12mm steel hex drive
makes the TRX-4 chassis compatible with popular 1. Traxxas Tough Leave the tools in the bag!
The Traxxas TRX-4 chassis is built to handle the rigors of remote locations and all-day driving
fun. The foundation begins with a pair of 1. Large diameter steel links and heavy-duty,
extra-wide rod ends keep the suspension firmly mounted. Hardened steel CV-style half-shaft
joints are ultra reliable, while the brushless-ready steel portal axle and transfer case gears are
smooth and quiet. Specifications: Length: Out of Stock 0 1 2 3. Add to Cart. Would you like to
sell products for this vehicle on Amazon. Learn how. There's a problem loading this m
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enu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to
top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Skip
to main content. Exterior Accessories. Mirrors Exterior Mirrors Towing Mirrors. Interior
Accessories. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and
engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for
the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally.
Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics.
DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion
Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription

Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life.

